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About This Game

“We thought they were our friends and benefactors, but instead they are our masters. The Chronicles didn’t liberate us from our
primitive ways – they conquered and destroyed us. The others don’t know, their heads are still full of the melodious voices of

our alien masters. But that will change. I will change it!” – Sasaki

Survive in Space is a skill-based space shooter with a hardcore focus on gameplay mechanics. You take on the role of Sasaki, a
young soldier who discovers the horrible truth of humanity’s enslavement at the hands of the alien Chronicles during a routine

mission. His deep anguish leads him to spiral into depression, and in the darkest depths he finds The Shadow, a primal being full
of hate that grants him the power to confront the Chronicles.

FEATURES

 Over 50 different levels

 5 powerful bosses that you will encounter at the end of each sector – every nine levels. Each boss is a skill puzzle of his
own, with shifting mechanics and environments that will keep you on your toes.

 Over 20 types of enemies split into three different categories: defensive, offensive and supportive.

 4 different difficulty levels
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 Game modes: Additional enemies, Planet fortresses and Asteroids. Active them to make game more interesting.

 5 differenet player ships – each with its own strengths and weaknesses. Find the one that best suits your play style.

 Dual Mode. Dual Mode allows Sasaki to toggle his ships into Offensive and Defensive configurations, sacrificing
firepower for durability and vice versa.

 No player level limit cap.

 9 different abilities upgrades

 Full controller and mouse support, customizable keyboard keybindings

 Music player with over 90 songs. You can add your own music too.
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Title: Survive in Space
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Just1337 Studio
Publisher:
Just1337 Publisher
Release Date: 20 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Intel dual core 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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not only will you play this game you will die for this game. Unfortunately, I wasn't able to actually play the game. The game fails
to launch. A look at the process list, using the task manager, reveals that the game process is currently running, the game seems
to get stuck and fail to launch completely, even steam says the game is running. The four minutes of playtime I currently have is
the time I stood waiting for the game to load, it never did. It\u2019s a shame I can\u2019t even play the game to give it a proper
review. For the time being, I don\u2019t recommend this game. For anyone interested in this game , be careful, I don\u2019t
know if this is rare or common bug, but be prepared for the worst.. hoo boy. where to start. Overall I liked it. It's hard to
recommend it, but if you like atmospheric horror adventure games, then I do recommend you check it out.

It has a ton of issues though. English translations need work (to the point of it being distracting). Low poly count gave me
headache\/nasuea (not necessarily the dev's fault, but something to be aware of if you're sensitive to that kind of thing).

Lots of little graphics glitches. Needs to be polished. Great atmosphere. Hope to see more polished work from the devs in the
future!. I don't usually write reviews, but this game is scary if you are susceptible to subtlety and quiet building dread. I have to
play in spurts because it gets to me. If you like PT style or Layers of Fear I would pick this up.

Update: The ending has meaning. NO SPOILERS. There is a message built in to this game about humanity for sure. The
translations are a tad off, but it's okay because it doesn't affect the game. It goes from creepy, to creepier, to "ah, I see".

I was scared, nervous, and satisifed with the ending.. Quick paced and non-stop fun to play. Can't stop laughing at the crazyness
going on in the arena.. It's a good game but in stream has too many Bugs in game. Not like the game on CD.. A step in the right
direction for AC. Good performance, graphics, and gameplay (PC controls are also actually good now).. Everything about this
game I love.. If you have a couple of friends, $5, and need something to waste time? this is probably the best $5 shooter ive seen
in a while, and they are still updating it so its getting even better, hope to see more from this game and I truley reccomended

#ripcod
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this game is very fun however it is only a hour long it only has a few levels. I miss this game so much, R.I.P to a great game..
This game is gonna play you, not the other way around, just deal with it or don't buy it. There is no easy mode here, if you are
not ready to fail again, again and again, don't bother. It will teach you to fold your underwear and put it in place, put toilet seat
up, reason with crazy digital ex-wives and many other essential survival skills.
Obviously, there is a way for visual improvement, but since it is VR compatible game, average graphics are not surprising. It's
not what makes this game fun anyway. Overall, it looks pretty solid for an indie game. Recommended for masochists and old-
school gamers :). Friends not included. 100 % scam do not buy this. Let me be the first negative review of this game. It got
boring in 10 minutes. If you still find this a lot of fun after 10 minutes I would be really surprised. The controls aren't bad and
the gameplay is fine but there's literally 0 depth to the game. Don't waste your money.. Easy to learn game with a suprising
amount of depth. Two thumbs up.. There wasn't much there, it was a fairly barebones and basic story with pretty one
dimensional characters.. Bargin $2 game. Better then some of the $20 games that Steam allow to be greenlight.

Patch notes for version 71:

 Fixed issue where several items with a cooldown wouldn't trigger properly

 Pathfinding fix

 Smoother scrolling when in pixel-perfect rendering

 Added Itemiary

 Multiple Gold/Ore scale bonuses now summed instead of multiplicated

. 2.4 - Now Available In Russian and Brazilian Portuguese!:

Hello again! Summer is almost over but our love for updating Shovel Knight lives on! We've also been hard at work on the
remaining two campaigns. If you haven't seen the mobility preview for Specter Knight's Update then be sure to check it out here
[yachtclubgames.com]. Plenty of great gifs and exciting new gameplay await!

Now on to today's update!

New languages supported! Russian and Brazilian Portuguese are now selectable!

Text and formatting fixes across Shovel Knight and Plague Knight campaigns.
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Additional controller support.

Fix: Secret title screen code not working when confirm/cancel is swapped.

Fix: Calibrate Screen Gamma fix when confirm/cancel switched

Fix: Improvements for text replacement cheats.

Fix: Challenge “Extendo Retractro” having inconsistent platform timing.

Fix: Can no longer pause while game is transitioning.

Fix: Specter Knight sometimes floating offscreen during banquet battle intro.

Fix: Enchantress dialogue line not being readable. Enchantress no longer interrupts her own dialogue during the to the
battle entrance.

Fix: Tinker Knight Boss reveal will now wait until the player is on screen.

Fix: Moving platforms can no long push pickups in a way that they move infinitely in one direction

Fix: Saving text background now visible on same frame as text

Fix: Tinker Knight being able to be hit during intro.

Fix: Can no longer slide off catapult before it launches you

Fix: Sometimes being able to escape Specter Knight boss fight.

Fix: Plague Knight specific cheats will no longer activate unless Plague Knight is unlocked.

Fix: Hoppicles can no longer fall through platforms

Fix: Single checkpoint cheat not working

Fix: Lava fish now die in water if fished out. They also die if on land for too long.

Fix: Can no longer bind the same button to multiple actions. Added a visual effect when attempting to bind a button
already used by another action.

Fix: Can no longer open inventory during challenge mode bosses intro

Fix: Enemy larger cheat fixes for Tinker Knight and Remnant of Fate

Fix: Autoscroll with invincibility cheats creating soft locks.

Fix: Teethalon can no longer be hurt while offscreen

Fix: [Shovel] Striking Plague Knight's vat once again has blocking knockback.

Fix: [Shovel] Can no longer hit campfire during dream. I guess this would
be considered sleep shovelling?
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Fix: [Shovel] The Big Creep’s health sometimes still being active after defeat

Fix: [Shovel] The Big Creep spawning issues when activating lights and transitioning rooms simulataneously

Fix: [Shovel] Player now turns to face the The Big Creep during bosds intro. It’s not that kind of ghost!

Fix: [Shovel] Ghosts being hit during cutscene in Hall of Champions

Fix: [Shovel] Served but not yet eaten food from the Gastronomer will still waiting at the Village when you begin New
Game+. Leftovers+?

Fix: [Shovel] Can now earn the Sparker feat on Black Knight, Mr. Hat, Reize, Baz, and Phantom Striker.

Fix: [Shovel] Well Met Feat now requires Mr. Hat to be defeated as well.

Fix: [Shovel] Striking Boss Plague Knight's vat as Shovel Knight once again has blocking knockback.

Fix: [Shovel] Flare Wander Feat no longer unlocks when hitting a block.

Fix: [Shovel] Super Sphere Feat sometimes unlocking from objects that were not hit by Chaos Orb.

Fix? [Shovel] Dolly will now discuss her interest in purchasing a beret at Mr. Hat’s Fancy Shop instead of a brooch!
Immersion maintained.

Fix: [Shovel] Visual frame sync issue with the mobile gear

Fix: [Plague] Alchemy Shop sometimes displayed improperly formatted text.

Fix: [Plague] Entering the Alchemy shop quickly no longer makes input invalid

Fix: [Plague] Being able longer throw bombs in between boss fights in banquet battle

Fix: [Plague] Tinker Knight Boss works better with the Sentry Fuse

Fix: [Plague] Temporarily unable to move if using the vat during exactly during a screen transition.

Fix: [Plague] Hall of Champion Guards can no longer be hit during dialogue

Fix: [Plague] Can no longer talk to Troupple King while standing on a Vat

Fix: [Plague] Village screen transition loop improved

Fix: [Plague] Hall of champions erroneously taking 1000 gold when re-entering.

Fix: [Plague] Blowing up Hedge Pupil’s house and leaving the screen breaking the game

Fix: [Plague] Sometimes being able to jump or use relics when input is disabled

Fix: [Plague] Bosses not resetting the state of the Bomb Jump Blitz Feat. It should now possible to earn while retrying a
boss or when fighting multiple bosses in a row.

Hotfix Version 2.4A
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Fixed a crash that occurs when listening to one of Croaker's jokes in Brazilian Portuguese. I guess you can say he was
really killing it! (Sorry.)

It is once again possible to bind the same button to multiple actions when editing Single binds. The menu will flash red
to warn of a duplicate, but it will no longer stop those who want to setup their input this way!

Fixed Mobile Gear relic getting destroyed by Tinker Knight's thrown wrenches while in motion.

Adjusted a few typos in Russian and Brazilian Portuguese. Thank you to everyone who contacted us to help fix these.

. Open Beta, Pre-Order and Release Date Revealed!:
Dear fans!

Plenty of great news today!

Open Beta just started!. v1.0.4.3 Notes:
I wasn't able to work lately, so I wasn't very active, sorry about that. Either way, I've just finished a new update!

Added an "Endless (Local Files)" mode

Improved/fixed rain drops on the windows

Fixed car doing a random quick turn while drifting

Fixed beats not appearing at the start of boost

Some other fixes and tweaks

. v1.1.15:
- fixed: disappearing legate/magistrate on load (this took me like 10+ hours to figure out and I won't ever admit how stupid the
problem was. it should be fixed, that's the main thing)

- emperors auditorium : moved spawn points so dudes wont run into pillars and get stuck any more (this happened because we
moved the geometry of the wall to prevent guys from being stuck behind the wall... so of course it caused problems elsewhere.)

----------------------------------------------------------

For support, please contact@dolphinbarn.com with specs from Steam > Help > System Information or post to the forum.. Pixel
Puzzles 2: RADical ROACH 2018 COLLECTION 60% OFF:
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60% OFF All Week!
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